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APPLICATIONS ARE OPEN FOR THE PLAN NH
SCHOLARSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

PORTSMOUTH, N.H. – Plan NH is excited to announce that the organization is currently

accepting applications for its Scholarship and Fellowship Program. This program includes the

Plan NH Fellowship Fund, the Alfred T. Granger Student Art Trust Fund, and the Paul and Ann

Harvey Scholarship Fund, all of which support students who call New Hampshire home and are

studying a field related to the Plan NH mission. Eligible fields of study include architecture,

construction management, engineering, environmental studies, and more. In 2023, 13 students

across the Granite State were awarded $29,500 by Plan NH to support their educational path.

“The students that apply for, and are awarded these funds, represent the future of design,

architecture, engineering, and construction in our region,” noted Tiffany Tononi McNamara,

Executive Director, Plan NH. “Supporting their education and passion for a career that helps

improve our communities is as important as it is inspiring, and Plan NH is proud to be a part of

their journey.”

Plan NH has been involved in awarding scholarships since its founding in 1989 and has been

honored to have supported countless students over the years. “Without Plan NH’s consistent

support during my educational career, I would not be where I am today,” noted Sheldon Rogers,

a previous scholarship recipient who now works as an architectural designer for a prominent firm

in New Hampshire. “They not only gave much needed financial support, but also gave me my

first experiences in presenting my work outside of a school environment as well as my first taste

of networking and meeting some of the members of the building industry at their award

functions. I am beyond grateful for Plan NH’s support and opportunities.”



Current Plan NH Board Members Caroline Corriveau of Warrenstreet Architects and Steve

Hebsch of Caveney Architectural Collaborative were Plan NH Scholarship Award recipients in

years past, and they have not only carved out successful careers, but have continued to pay it

forward by serving on the Plan NH Board of Directors as well as the Plan NH Scholarship

Committee.

Plan NH’s Scholarship Committee is composed of professionals from across the community

development field, many of whom are former recipients themselves. This committee administers

the Plan NH Fellowship Fund, the Alfred T. Granger Student Art Trust Fund, and the Paul and

Ann Harvey Scholarship Fund through the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation’s online

scholarship application platform. This universal application ensures that students need only apply

once to be considered for these and other scholarships available through the New Hampshire

Charitable Foundation.

The application deadline for this year’s program is April 12, 2024 by 5:00 PM via the NHCF

online portal here. Application questions can be directed to the NHCF at studentdocs@nhcf.org.

Every year, scholarship recipients are acknowledged alongside the Plan NH Merit Awards of

Excellence winners during the Plan NH Awards Evening, taking place this year on June 28,

2024. More information on the Plan NH Scholarship and Fellowship Program can be found here.

If you or your company are interested in contributing to the Plan NH Fellowship Fund or

sponsoring the Plan NH Awards Evening, please contact Plan NH at 603-452-7526 or

info@plannh.org.

# # #

Plan NH is a non-profit organization comprised of planners, designers, builders, and other

members across New Hampshire that share a vision to improve and preserve the state’s

communities. Since 1989, Plan NH’s mission has been to foster excellence in planning, design,

and development of New Hampshire’s built environment.
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